Famed Plantation Home Being Restored

Belle Helene Built on East Bank in 1841

By CLAIRE FUNKHEY

Belle Helene, East Bank's historic antebellum mansion, is undergoing restoration. The residence was built in 1841 by Duncan Kenner. Mrs. Hayward is Other Duncan Kenner furniture the war he was forced to take

Famed Plantation Home Being Undergoing Face-Lifting

Belle Helene Built

East Bank in 1841

A family

The famed spiral stairway of

BELOW, the crosswise designed rose-

bed of Nenene Briggs Ken-ner.

The second bedroom on the
desk side will be a temporary dining

room, with the former nursery

back it of 8 becoming a kitchen.

The master suite has many

pieces from the Kenner collec-
tion, including a table on which

Belle Helene Artworks

Dedicated for its
to mouth of the Mississippi

river. The residence was

undergoing restoration. The

residence was

built in 1841 by Duncan F. Kenner.
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